1. Under Student tab: Click on Degree Audit

2. Under Audits: Click Request New Audit

3. Select “WHAT IF” program & enter the following

4. Open “Architecture-BEnvd” Audit (should be the top one on the list)

5. Required Courses by Semester

   - ENVD curriculum by semester. Highlighted courses are courses that may already be fulfilled, such as Humanities, Math, Science, and Non-ENVD electives.

   - **Year 1: Fall Semester**
     - 1) ENVD 1004 and ENVD 1052 (6 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS1004, ENVDS1052
     - 2) ENVD 2001 (2 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS2001
     - 3) Writing (3 hours)
       SELECT FROM: WRIT1150 OR ARSC1150
     - 4) Humanities (1 course)
       FA14 SS11010 3.0 *** Innovating Sustainability

   - **Year 1: Spring Semester**
     - 1) ENVD 1104 and ENVD 1102 (6 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS1104, ENVDS1102
     - 2) ENVD 2003 (3 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS2003
     - 3) Social Science (1 course)
       SF14 GEO1199 3.0 S Human Geographies
     - 4) Mathematics
       FA14 MATH1900 5.0 *** Calculus 1

   - **Year 2: Fall Semester**
     - 1) ENVD 2120 (6 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS2120
     - 2) ENVD 3114 (3 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS3114
     - 3) ENVD 3115 (3 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS3115
     - 4) Natural Science
       FA14 PHY1110 4.0 *** General Physics 1

   - **Year 2: Spring Semester**
     - 1) ENVD 2130 (6 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS2130
     - 2) ENVD 3003 (3 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS3003
     - 3) ENVD 3134 (3 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS3134
     - 4) Non-ENVD Elective (3 hours)
       SF14 GEO2399ST 3.0 T Geography Higher Level

   - **Year 3: Fall Semester**
     - 1) ENVD 3100 (6 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS3100
     - 2) ENVD 3122 (2 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS3122
     - 3) ENVD 3144 (2 hours)
       SELECT FROM: ENVDS3144
     - 4) Non-ENVD Elective (3 hours)
       FA14 OCE1500 1.0 *** Intro to Engineering